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Beskrivning:
Power in Your Hands
If you're looking for a bright continuous light but hesitate because of its size, of you're looking for a portable and easy-to-set-up light for
fast-moving shootings, if you want a professional light that can be used both indoors and outdoors, here Godox offers you an optimal
lighting solution, LED light ML60. It is a daylight-balanced 60W LED light source that is extremely handy in any situation where you need
potent and portable light. With such professional capabilities so conveniently at your command, now your creative potential awaits.

Stunning Potent and Portable
ML60 brings together portability and power. It is small in size but no compromise an output. Weighing only 0.77 kg (without grip and
reflector) while being impressively compact and comfortable to use, ML60 is convenient to handheld, carry and store.

Built-in Effects
Featuring 8 preset lighting FX, you can simulate the effects of lighting, flash, conference, paparazzi, TV, and broken bulb to achieve
creative shooting.

Reliable Color Rendering
With high CRI and TLCI, ML60 delivers vibrant natural light and reproduces accurate colors. CRI 96+, TLCI 97+.

High compatibility
ML60 is compatible with all Godox-mount modifiers for various lighting possibilities. When use with a S2 bracket (optional), you will get
the access to any Bowens mount accessories, opening up more creative opportunities.

Keep it Silent Anytime
The ultra quiet fan allows ML60 keeping at a negligible noise while working. It is perfect for sound-sensitible environments as you can
turn on the silent mode to eliminate the noise during use.

Power Anywhere
Run off by AC adapter or two NP-F970 batteries (optional), ML60 is optimal for use in the studio or no location.

Ready to Go
Now you are always ready to light up your subjects with this stunning go-anywhere light even in run-and-gun filmmaking.
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LED light ML60
Grip
Battery Box BC60
Adapter
Adapter Holder
Reflector
Lamp Cover
5M AC Power Cable
1.5M DC Power Cable
0.2M DC Power Cable
Fastener
Clip
Carrying Case
Manual
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